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Guide

How to reduce the water use
of Cooling Towers and Chillers
This 5 Minute Guide examines the water usage of cooling towers and chillers and provides the tools to reduce
water usage.

Please note: this is written with the assumption that current safe maintenance practices exist and this
document is to serve the operator hoping to improve performance and efficiency.
Heat is a by-product of manufacturing and machine
operation. Heat can be useful but most processes require
the hot machines and manufactured goods to be cooled.
Traditionally, machines are cooled by chillers or cooling
towers, but with the growing concern around energy,
carbon and water efficiency, passive and simple cooling
systems (e.g. air cooling fins and below ground heat
exchangers) are making a come back.
Companies should always seek to reduce heat gain with
insulation and a well laid out plant with intakes, exhausts,
hot and cold plant locations. For more information read
“Top 10 Water Saving Actions” and “How to Improve
Boilers and steam efficiencies” 5 Minute Guides for
helping reduce water use.
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How to improve boilers
and steam efficiencies
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This 5 Minute Guide discusses the ‘Top 10’ actions to save water. While water is seen to be cheap, there
can be many hidden costs in its use. The true cost of water can include sewage and trade waste, any water
There are 9 titles in the 5 Minute Guide series. See also:
treatment
chemicals required, and energy for heating, cooling and pumping.
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* Success Story

Checklist for changing the
water footprint of products

Eka Chemicals Australia looked, found and negotiated
opportunities to work with their customers and suppliers
to produce chemicals with a dramatically lower water
footprint and substantially better environmental and
economic outcome.
In 2009 they designed and had built locally the
manufacturing plant that enabled them to relocate
manufacture of one particular product from their own site
in Hallam to their customer’s site in regional NSW. Here,
they are able to use ‘waste’ water from the customer’s
paper plant in their product instead of potable water.
They also dramatically changed a whole raft of financial
and environmental costs. They reduced:
• potable water use
• trade waste discharge at both Melbourne and regional
plant sites
• bulk handling and storage requirements
• safety requirements associated with large vessel
handling
• freight movements
• fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
Other supply chain initiatives might include:
• reducing the amount of water used in the product
(higher concentration in shipped product)
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9 Confirm changes meet applicable standards including
environmental, safety handling and transport.
9 Process equipment requirements, e.g. can equipment
perform with increased concentrations?
9 Customer requirements – engage with the companies
customers and find out if delivery side changes are
required
9 Pilot test – conduct batch testing to validate that
the new product/concentration/packaging meets
applicable standards and customer requirements
9 Business case, be sure to include both costs and
benefits. Costs may include capital, operating and
regulatory. Benefits might be reduced freight and
transportation, environmental, marketing, waste
packaging, carbon and water savings.
9 Implement change
9 Monitor and communicate results and benefits,
celebrate success.

This 5 minute guide provides an insight into two new frontiers in water efficiency and conservation. In the last
decade drought and climate change impacts have created an increase in rainwater harvesting and onsite
efficiencies with pumps, pipes, cooling systems, and sensibly, an improved competency in handling these
opportunities.
The new frontier is beyond these site efficiencies and
augmentation systems. It is beyond the plant gate.
It is in the sharing of water across boundaries and in
the supply chain of products. The current handful of

examples are likely to grow and in another decade
integrated water supply and treatment systems (local
and centralised), and integration within supply chains
will become more widespread.

1. Sharing water across
boundaries

There are a small and growing number of instances where
water is being shared across industrial, manufacturing,
residential and recreational neighbour’s boundaries in

The complexity of moving water depends on state and
local laws, and local water authority. In some cases water
cannot be sold by parties that are not water authorities.

There are instances where infrastructure costs, e.g. pipes,
pumps and tanks, are recovered through agreements

Australia. Water sharing can be complicated because
water is generally a public asset not private, and

and the water is provided free.

The negotiated arrangements vary according to
infrastructure and operating costs, volume of water, level
of treatment and security of supply.

The two diagrams below detail the potential models
for sharing water across boundaries and the different
contractual requirements. Option 1 involves a direct
arrangement between two neighbouring industrial sites,
while Option 2 includes the local water authority as the
intermediary in funding the infrastructure and recovering
costs through water bills. 

governments control the price of water at a minimum
level irrespective of scarcity, demand and supply.
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Establishing a water baseline
and measuring success
Matching water and purpose
Top 10 water saving actions

parties, in a formal way as one can trade company shares
through a stock exchange or informally through bartering.
Water trading can be common in farming catchments, for
example the Murray Darling Basin. Currently, in urban and
industrial areas, trading water is most commonly a direct
exchange of rain or stormwater from a site which does
not need the water, to a neighbour that does. Trading can

Rainwater Harvesting
Reducing your trade waste impact

nges
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1) It is not subject to water restrictions

Flap valve
to tank
overflo
to stop
mosquitoes

Water
Storage

2) There are no ongoing purchase costs for
that water and,

Underground pipes hold water continuously.
Mosquitoes breed in water pipes if each
opening is not protected with 1mm screen.

3) It generally results in good engagement
with staff and community.

(kL)

Daily Water Usage

(Total Water Usage / Bill
Cycle number of days)

The team onsite were keen to improve their water
conservation and efficiency, and installed a number of
rainwater tanks around the site, diverting their downpipes
into the tanks (i.e. a dry system). With a roof area of
approximately 9000m2, Viscount were able to reduce
their water use by up to 50% from 2.5kL/day to 1.3kL/

day and lower. The site is now almost water neutral with
potable water required for drinking, and the staff kitchens.

Rainwater is often confused with stormwater. Rainwater is
collected from roofs and is comparatively clean, whereas
stormwater drains from roofs, roadways and parking
areas so it may to contain dirt, oils and litter.

Types of rainwater harvesting

Rainwater harvesting can either be ‘wet’ or ‘dry’. Wet
systems use underground pipes and direct the water into
a tank. They may require additional management and
pumping as water can sit stagnant in pipes. Dry systems
divert water direct from the roof area under gravity. The
existing guttering system and the outlet/s points for
roof water will determine which system is the easiest to
implement at the site.

Dry System
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Leaks can be detected either by inspection, performing a
mass balance or direct metering of flows. Leaks, however
small in appearance, can be significant, in some cases
30% of a company’s water usage.

(CIP) waste streams.

au/DownFile.Aspx?fileid=848).

Top 10 Water Saving Actions

Pipes
(No restrictions – Copyright Arup)

1. Check for leaks

2. Ask operators why and how

Leaks can double water consumption and waste large

An effective way to find out about water usage in the
plant is to consult the staff and ask “why?” and “how?”.
Sometimes habit becomes truth and a process is done in
a particular way just because “that’s the way it has always
been done”. Understanding and questioning ‘why?’ can
reveal where improvements or changes can be made.

amounts of high quality water, costing the company in
water bills. Above ground leaks are usually easier to find,
however, below ground (such as in building slabs) can be
much harder.
A physical inspection of all pipes and water using
equipment (such as boilers) should be carried out for
leaks and problems rectified during routine maintenance.
The easiest way to check for leaks that are harder to
see is to monitor water usage during shut down. Take
a meter reading before shut down and one before
recommissioning. Any changes could indicate a leak
to find and repair.
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Description

Mean
Concentration
mg/L

Total Nitrogen

100

Total Dissolved
Solids

6091

Biochemical Oxygen

1480

$/kg/1000

$/kL

1.2655

0.0949125

0.0130

0.059384

Volume kL

2078.25

2078.25

Total $

$263.00
$164.55

This 5 Minute Guide examines the water usage of cooling towers and chillers and provides the tools to reduce
Suspended solids
853
0.3555
0.22752
2078.25
$630.46
water usage.
0.6576

0.729936

2078.25

$2022.65

Please note:
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document
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and efficiency.
Trade
Waste
Volume
0.656700
2078.25
$1364.79
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Understanding water, sewage
and trade waste bills

The easiest way to check for leaks that are harder to
see is to monitor water usage during shut down. Take
a meter reading before shut down and one before
recommissioning. Any changes could indicate a leak
to find and repair.
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How to improve boilers and
steam efficiencies
The new frontiers in water
efficiency and conservation

Establishing a water baseline
and measuring success

SERIES

This 5 minute guide discusses the Top 10 actions to save water. While water is seen to be cheap, there can be
many hidden costs in its use. The true cost of water can include sewage and trade waste, any water treatment
There are 9 titles in the 5 Minute Guide series. See also:
chemicals
required, and energy for heating, cooling and pumping.
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Checklist of Top 10 Water
Saving Measures

9 Check for leaks
9 Ask operators why and how
9 Set a baseline and watch for changes
9 Identify large water users
9 Conduct audits of cooling towers and boilers
9 Identify fit for purpose uses and alternative sources
9 Wash down and vessel cleaning changes
9 Clean in Place (CIP) improvements
9 Fire water improvement
9 Install water efficiency fittings and fixtures

To investigate the real costs and therefore the benefits
of water saving options, calculate and use the full cost
of water, not just what is on the company water bill. This
is likely to indicate its true value and provide the company
with a better understanding of production efficiency.

Fig.1

How to improve boilers
and steam efficiencies

company sustainability and ensure that new measures
are successfully implemented.
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Understanding water, sewage
and trade waste bills
This 5 minute guide examines water, sewage and trade waste bills and discusses how this important
information can be used to assist in developing water savings initiatives. By understanding water bills and
making use of this information, improvements in water efficiency and reductions in the cost of water can be
made across the company.
So often the water bill is sent straight to the Accounts
Department where it is paid and then filed. It is important
that key people in the company know how to read the
water, sewage and trade waste bills as they indicate a
company’s efficiency or inefficiency, as well as providing
baselines for targets, monitoring and improvements.
It is a lost opportunity to not use the collated valuable
information provided in these bills.

Water supply

Chillers can be either:

Historically, water, sewerage and trade waste costs
have been ignored due to the relatively low costs for
supply and disposal. However, with drought, climate
change and community concern about ‘water wasters’,
many companies have become increasingly aware of its
scarcity and value, going beyond the payback price of
water to implement water savings initiatives. As a part of
this, a growing number of companies monitor water use

1) Refrigerative

and calculate productivity on volume used per unit of
product manufactured.

There are a few basic steps that can be taken to optimise the efficiency of boilers.

Step 1: Stop Water Leaks

au/DownFile.Aspx?fileid=848).

Pipes
(No restrictions – Copyright Arup)

2. Ask operators why and how

The easiest way to check for leaks that are harder to
see is to monitor water usage during shut down. Take
a meter reading before shut down and one before
recommissioning. Any changes could indicate a leak
to find and repair.

An effective way to find out about water usage in the
plant is to consult the staff and ask “why?” and “how?”.
Sometimes habit becomes truth and a process is done in
a particular way just because “that’s the way it has always
been done”. Understanding and questioning ‘why?’ can
reveal where improvements or changes can be made.
Plant and equipment operators and other staff members
will also have ideas about how to save water, implement
change and improve environmental outcomes. So ask
the question, and sit back and listen. Involving people
in the process will provide a fresh perspective, create a
sense of ownership, create champions for efficiency and
company sustainability and ensure that new measures
are successfully implemented.

Check the boiler and pipe system for leaks as these are
easily preventable losses. Significant water, energy and
heat can be lost due to leaks in boiler and pipe systems.
Checks should be done during shut down, maintenance
activities and, where possible, on a monthly basis.
Reviewing the company’s water bill can also identify
problems.
Check all valves and levels in the boiler and associated
equipment to prevent overfill and overflow situations.

Monitor water flows in the boiler and pipe system as this
is the easiest way to detect leaks. Armed with a baseline
of the plant at peak performance (e.g. after shutdown
maintenance) a mass balance will reveal any leaks
immediately. This can be done by installing flow meters
and or recording metered volumes on existing meters.

Step 2: Fit Pipe Lagging (Pipe Insulation)

Consider insulating any surface (pipe, flanges, valves
etc.) hotter than 50°c as heat losses contribute directly
to carbon emissions, energy use and steam lost to
condensation.

systems which have to work harder, and staff working
conditions which become uncomfortable.

Lagging is relatively easy, low cost and has a reasonable
return. Lagging is best done during shutdown. As an
example, a typical uninsulated 100mm steam pipe
• Will lose approximately 21GJ/yr in natural gas
(heating fuel)
• Will cost $300 per meter to insulate
• Will have a payback period of approximately
3 years for the insulation.

Step 3: Improve Feed Water Quality

Use high quality feed water (in this case low dissolved
and undissolved solids). Clean water will mean less
blowdown is required to prevent scale, fouling, corrosion
and blockages. This means less wasted energy, less heat
and less trade waste discharges. Low quality feed water
can cause unreasonably quick build up of scale. Scale
works as an insulator and reduces the effectiveness of the
boiler’s heat exchanger. This will be seen as an increase
in flue gas temperature and will result in lower boiler
efficiencies and therefore higher fuel usage, costs and
carbon emissions.

Refrigerative chillers consist of a traditional compressor,
refrigerant gas, condenser and evaporator type setup.
or

Rainwater (which tends to be lower in salts), water
softeners or appropriate chemical treatment can be used
to improve water quality, reduce the rate at which scaling
occurs and decrease blowdown losses. Demineralising
and reverse osmosis plants are other options worth
investigating.

There are 9 titles in the 5 Minute Guide series. See also: 2) Adsorptive

Rainwater Harvesting

Reducing your trade waste impact
How to reduce the water use
of Cooling Towers and Chillers
Understanding water, sewage
and trade waste bills

Matching water and purpose
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This 5 Minute Guide examines boilers and their water usage. Boilers are a common major plant item, especially
within manufacturing sectors. They use large quantities of energy and water to produce hot water and/or steam
under pressure. Ensuring they are operating efficiently can deliver significant water, energy and money savings.

Steps to reduce
the water use of boilers

By embedding water saving actions and the true cost of
water into a company’s everyday running can produce
surprising results. Water saving goals can be included
into the company’s Key Performance Indicators, Personal
Development Goals or Team Targets. The Nufarm Case
Study on the PACIA website discusses how to include
these issues into company goals (http://www.pacia.org.

Top 10 Water Saving Actions
1. Check for leaks

Leaks can double water consumption and waste large
amounts of high quality water, costing the company in
water bills. Above ground leaks are usually easier to find,
however, below ground (such as in building slabs) can be
much harder.
A physical inspection of all pipes and water using
equipment (such as boilers) should be carried out for
leaks and problems rectified during routine maintenance.

There are 9 titles in the 5 Minute Guide series. See also:

The following case study illustrates the value of looking
at water bills.

Case Study
Company Q was receiving a water audit on their site.
They had advised that their estimated water use was
1.3ML/yr, and supplied the consultant with two years
of water bills. In the past, the accounts department had
paid the water bills but never shared the information on
volumes with the operations team. In fact, their water
bills showed their water use was more than 4 times their
estimate, at 6.6ML/yr on average (and their sewage and
trade waste costs were also higher).

PACIA acknowledges the contribution and work undertaken by
Arup in compiling the 5 Minute Guide Series, and the Liquid Futures
Steering Committee members for overseeing the program.
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Level 10, 10 Queen Street, Melbourne VIC 3000,
Phone: 03 9611 5400 Fax: 03 9611 5499
Email: info@pacia.org.au Website: pacia.org.au

How to improve boilers and
steam efficiencies
PACIA acknowledges the contribution and work undertaken by
Arup in compiling the 5 Minute Guide Series, and the Liquid Futures
Steering Committee members for overseeing the program.

Lagging or pipe insulation, when correctly applied,
can significantly reduce thermal losses resulting in less
energy, carbon emissions and water use as there is less
steam lost to condensation. It is recommended that any
surfaces (pipes, flanges, valves etc.) hotter than 50°c be
insulated. Heat losses also increase ambient temperature
and impact upon other equipment, especially cooling

Top 10 Water Saving Actions
Rainwater Harvesting

The new frontiers in water

Adsorptive chillers are heat driven cooling systems
and are are often used in cogeneration or trigeneration

Reducing your trade waste impact
equipment to provide chilled water. A good example is
Cooling efficiency
towers and
chillers can be responsible
for as
and conservation
How to reduce the water use a gas fridge often used in camping or at remote sites.
much asEstablishing
90% of site
water
use. Sometimes
a single
a water
baseline
of Cooling Towers and Chillers
and measuring success
system may
be using more than 50% of required water.

Such a change could be due to increases in production,
leaks or inefficient equipment and can result in a lot of
good water wasted. Steps to rectifying wasteful practices
can only be taken when all the information is on hand.

Reviewing of water bills
Reviewing water use can assist is identifying times where
water is being wasted or where leaks may be present.
Comparisons can also be made with industry best
practice and data used support the evaluation of potential
water saving measures. Here are a few steps to help
analyse water use from bills: 

Matching water and purpose

PACIA acknowledges the contribution and work undertaken by
Arup in compiling the 5 Minute Guide Series, and the Liquid Futures
Steering Committee members for overseeing the program.

A physical inspection of all pipes and water using
equipment (such as boilers) should be carried out for
leaks and problems rectified during routine maintenance.

Image 5.

Install water efficient fixtures and fittings
(No restrictions – Copyright Arup)

10. Install water efficient fittings and
fixtures (toilets, showers, valves,
pressure reduction)

Old equipment and facilities are generally less efficient
and replacing them can reduce water use in these
areas by 50%. Flow restrictors installed in pipes can
dramatically and very cheaply reduce flow and save
water. Waterless urinals, dual flush toilets and water
saving shower heads are all available at low prices or
even free via water authorities and demonstrate the
company’s determination to improve water efficiency.
Visit www.waterrating.gov.au/products/index.html for
full details of water saving products.

contaminants in kilograms per day, where load = volume
of trade waste x concentration. (These charges vary
between water authorities, e.g. City West Water does not
for Phosphorous.) 

Reducing your trade waste impact
charge

Plastics and Chemicals Industries Association
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Plant and equipment operators and other staff members
will also have ideas about how to save water, implement
change and improve environmental outcomes. So ask
the question, and sit back and listen. Involving people
in the process will provide a fresh perspective, create a
sense of ownership, create champions for efficiency and

An effective way to find out about water usage in the
plant is to consult the staff and ask “why?” and “how?”.
MINUTE
GUIDE becomes truth and a process is done in
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Reviewing water use
can assist is identifying
a particular way just because “that’s thetimes
way
it has always
where water is
being wasted or where
leaks may be“why?”
present
been done”. Understanding and questioning
can
reveal where improvements or changes can be made.

• Biological
Oxygen
Demand
(BOD),
References:
AIRAH,
Dec 2010,
Cooling system water efficiency study
project report.
• Total Suspended
Solids (TSS),
• Total Nitrogen (TN) (or Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN)),
• Total Phosphorus (TP) and
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There are 9 titles in the 5 Minute Guide series. See also: Trade waste charges are calculated on the load of

The new frontiers in water
efficiency and conservation

surprising results. Water saving goals can be included
into the company’s Key Performance Indicators, Personal
Development Goals or Team Targets. The Nufarm Case
Study on the PACIA website discusses how to include
these issues into company goals (http://www.pacia.org.

Table 2. Reduced trade waste volume fee calculation

How to reduce the water use
of Cooling Towers and Chillers
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Chillers can be either:

There are a few basic steps that can be taken to optimise the efficiency of boilers.

with a better understanding of production efficiency.
By embedding water saving actions and the true cost of
water into a company’s everyday running can produce

2. Ask operators why and how

What is trade waste?

Cooling towers and chillers are different systems. A chiller
refrigerates water, and a cooling tower cools hot water
from a system line, for example a moulding machine,
engine and a compressor. If chillers consume water, it
is via a cooling tower line or leaking pipes where the
circulated fluid is water.

Fig.1

PACIA acknowledges the contribution and work undertaken by
Arup in compiling the 5 Minute Guide Series, and the Liquid Futures
Steering Committee members for overseeing the program.
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Blowdown can also be deionised and reused in the

AIRAH cooling tower water efficiency calculator
the tower in areas not exposed to high winds or excessive
(http://www.ctwec.com/ [mycoolingtower.com.au
Winds costs
can cause
spray pressure
drift and splash
out from airFig.1
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than once’.
Overflow can happen when a poorly adjusted float valve
9 Ensure make up water valves and overflow valves are
(or bad design) lets the tower overfill until water flows
correctly set
straight out the overflow and into the sewer. This problem
9 Eliminate all leaks and monitor consumption
can be avoided by checking during routine maintenance
9 Check if make-up water can be replaced with recycled,
‘Trade waste’ is any wastewater discharged from
and by monitoring water consumption.
rain or storm water feeds
commercial, industrial, laboratory or trade activities. It
9 Improve plant design, location and environment to
Overflow
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to storage
specifically
excludes
any
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discharged
from for
optimise efficiency
reintroduction
domestic
premises. either with or without processing for use
9 Pre-cool water with a dry heat exchanger to reduce
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Discharge of trade waste requires a trade waste
heat load on cooling tower (hybrid systems)
to compensate for all the water losses through the
agreement, under which trade waste discharge is
Wastewater drain to trade waste
9 Improve plant design to eliminate overflow, splash-out,
system. The more efficient the system the less make
(No restrictions – Copyright Arup)
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up water required.
use) and the quality of the trade waste analysed for
9 Continuously monitor blowdown water to maintain
pricing.
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concentration
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reuse.
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9 Rainwater
9 Stormwater
Install
water blow
efficient
fixtures and fittings
9 Cooling
tower
down
(No restrictions – Copyright Arup)
9 Boiler blow down
9 Steam trap condensate
9 Clean in Place rinses
Checklist of Top 10 Water
9 Pump seal water
Saving Measures
9 Acoustic water (water that is used for insulation
purposes)
9 Check for leaks
9 Fire water testing
9 Ask operators why and how
9 Grey water from washing
9 Set a baseline and watch for changes
9 Local recycled water schemes
9 Identify large water users
9 Local/neighbour trade waste streams
9 Conduct audits of cooling towers and boilers
9 Product ‘wastewater’
9 Identify fit for purpose uses and alternative sources
Areas where
fit for
purpose
watercleaning
may be changes
9 Wash
down
and vessel
suitable9include:
Clean in Place (CIP) improvements

Matching
water and and
purpose
There are
many sources
uses for fit for purpose
water. The
table below details these and includes ideas
Plastics and Chemicals Industries Association
to use asLevel
a starting
point and
a Melbourne
confirmation
of what can
10, 10 Queen
Street,
VIC 3000,
be used Phone:
where.03 9611 5400 Fax: 03 9611 5499

(e.g. kL/tonne
of product)

Arup in compiling the 5 Minute Guide Series, and the Liquid Futures
Steering Committee members for overseeing the program.

How is it charged and why?

Steel gutter
mesh fitted
to roof and
gutters

(source: yourhome.gov.au)

PACIA acknowledges the contribution and work undertaken by
Arup in compiling the 5 Minute Guide Series, and the Liquid Futures
Steering Committee members for overseeing the program.
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Production Key
measure

Reduce trade waste impact
9

Sources of fit for purpose water can include

• Low grade product
• Fire water testing
• Clean in Place first rinses.
The best official guides for use of recycled water are
Other opportunities exist offsite and these
EPA Victoria’s Industrial Water Reuse Guidelines
can include:
(Publication IWRG632 — June 2009) and the Australian
There
9 titles
in the 5 Managing
Minute Guide
series.
Guidelines
for are
Water
Recycling:
Health
andSee also:
• Sharing across boundaries
Environmental
Risks (NRMMC
How to improve
boilers and 2006). Rainwater Harvesting
• Dust suppression
steam efficiencies
Reducing your trade waste impact
• Cement making
The new frontiers in water
How to reduce the water use
• Local park or sporting field irrigation.
efficiency and conservation
of Cooling Towers and Chillers

the contribution and work undertaken by
4 tonnes PACIA
6.3acknowledges
kL/T

Leaks can double water consumption and waste large
amounts of high quality water, costing the company in
MINUTE
5 GUIDE
water bills. Above ground leaks are usually easier
SERIESto find,
however, below ground (such as in building slabs) can be
much harder.
(source: yourhome.gov.au)

Viscount is a plastics manufacturer with three plants
located in Victoria. Viscount’s rotational moulding plant
in Carrum Downs requires significant volumes of water
for the cooling of the rotational moulds exiting the oven.

5

How to improve boilers and
steam efficiencies
The new frontiers in water
efficiency and conservation
Establishing a water baseline
and measuring success

Water
usage

Depending on the types of plants and grasses in the
gardens blowdown water can be used to offset or replace
irrigation water. [It is wise to test this water on a small
section of the gardens to see if there are any negative
effects.]

SERIES

There are 9 titles in the 5 Minute Guide series. See also:

While it is often more expensive to install rainwater
harvesting systems than people initially think, the cost
may be offset by considerations such as:

1. Check for leaks

There are 9 titles in the 5 Minute Guide series. See also:
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MINUTE
Rainwater
Harvesting
GUIDE
This 5 Minute Guide provides the tools to evaluate how rainwater harvesting can save a company money
and reduce their environmental impact.

What is rainwater harvesting?

Roof-collected rainwater is widely recognised as
reasonably high quality water that can supplement mains
water supplies. The quality depends on the roof and
locality, and the cost depends on the equipment.

Visit www.waterrating.gov.au/products/index.html for
‘Fit for purpose’
is matching
water of
a certain quality
full details
of water saving
products.
to appropriate uses. For example recycled water from
machines might be coloured and contain magnesium
salts which that be fine for use in one process, but not
for use in another, e.g. this water may suit irrigation but
not cooling towers.

Water bills are not necessarily issued in precise cycles
as they can depend on when the water authority was
available to undertake a meter reading. It may also
be necessary to adapt production figures if they are
recorded in monthly volumes. 

Email: info@pacia.org.au Website: pacia.org.au

showers, valves,

‘Fit for purpose’

Remember to input the water use volume figures and
not the charge amount as water cost rates change over
time. Also, check with the accounts department as they
may already be collating this type of data and it may be
possible to adapt this rather than inputting figures again.
The accounts department may also be able to continue
to input this data once the system is set up.

Top 10 Water Saving Actions

9 An alternative water source with a variety of potential
uses that is not subject to water restrictions
9 Rainwater capture infrastructure can be adapted to
most site conditions
9 Construction, operation and maintenance of systems is
typically not labour intensive
9 Reduction in regulatory and reporting burdens when
roof water use reduces mains water usage below
government reporting thresholds
9 Opportunities to provide excess water to other users
such as neighbouring properties and the community

* Success Story

fixtures

Bill
cycle
number

Level
Street, Melbourne
19/10/07
– 10,
9810 Queen 2,470
25.2VIC 3000,
Phone: 03 9611 5400 Fax: 03 9611 5499
23/01/08

5 MINUTE
GUIDE
au/DownFile.Aspx?fileid=848).

What are the costs and benefits?
9 Payback periods for an optimum sized rainwater
harvesting in an industrial setting range from 5 to 10
years but can be longer depending on a range of
factors
9 As water prices continue to increase payback periods
will continue to reduce
9 Subsequent reduction in water bills from offset mains usage
9 Good news sustainability story
9 New capital asset for the company and an area of
responsibility for staff
9 Learning experience and talking point for staff and the
wider community

Distribution system

are usually
in the order
of;
fixtures
(toilets,

1. Avoid pressure
use
reduction)
2. Reduce use
Old equipment and facilities are generally less efficient
3. Reuse
and replacing them can reduce water use in these
4. Recycle
areas by 50%. Flow restrictors installed in pipes can
Many of dramatically
the initiativesand
identified
in this guide
fit into
very cheaply
reducewill
flow
and save
the reusewater.
category
and the
costsdual
incurred
be the
Waterless
urinals,
flushwill
toilets
andrewater
routing of
watershower
flows around
saving
heads the
are plant.
all available at low prices or
even free via water authorities and demonstrate the
company’s determination to improve water efficiency.

The easiest way to establish a baseline is to input the
water usage bill figures into a simple excel spreadsheet
which can be set up with the following headings as shown

Fig.1

Bill cycle
Period

This 5 minute guide discusses the Top 10 actions to save water. While water is seen to be cheap, there can be
many hidden costs in its use. The true cost of water can include sewage and trade waste, any water treatment
chemicals required, and energy for heating, cooling and pumping.

Fire hose

in Fig.1.

of and
days
Plastics
Chemicals Industries Association

Treatment

A distribution system to take water from the tank to
the end use is required. This is typically a standard
pump and purple pipe arrangement which, should be
appropriately sign posted to make people aware that
it is a rainwater supply.

A few reasons for establishing a baseline include:
• Baselines are important because they allow the
tracking of efficiency and progress over time.
• Baselines allow for target setting and are the first
part of understanding onsite water usage.
• Until a baseline is established it is impossible to
measure progress towards any water saving goals
and to understand which efficiency actions work.

This 5 Minute Guide examines boilers and their water usage. Boilers are a common major plant item, especially
within manufacturing sectors. They use large quantities of energy and water to produce hot water and/or steam
under pressure. Ensuring they are operating efficiently can deliver significant water, energy and money savings.

MINUTE
GUIDE

Types of Cooling Towers
and Chillers

Top 10 Water Saving Actions

To investigate the real costs and therefore the benefits
of water saving options, calculate and use the full cost
of water, not just what is on the company water bill. This
is likely to indicate its true value and provide the company

The cheapest
to mostwater
expensive
water saving
actions
10. Install
efficient
fittings
and

the compilation of the last 2 years of water bills and
ideally two years of production figures for key production
output indicators. Onsite water meter readings and
sub-meter data for equipment provides even more
accurate data. Sub-meter data for equipment will show
if the system is operating as designed and at optimum
efficiency as per equipment guides.

use baselines can be measured in kilolitres per annum
(kL/a), however it may be more accurate to measure

baselines in terms of a key performance indicator. For
instance, this could be kilolitres per tonne of product
produced or litres per litre of liquid chemical produced.

Image 5.

This 5 minute guide assists in matching water and purpose. It can be difficult to know the impact of alternative
water on operating equipment and the quality of water required, even the risks to staff, product quality and
productivity. Risks can include infectious disease, contamination, reduced product quality, to name a few.
High quality drinking water may not always be required
for industrial or other processing purposes. Sometimes
water can be reused, again and again instead of single
pass usage. It is important to know when and how to
reuse water
and to match it correctly so it is fit for its
(No restrictions – Copyright Arup)
intended use.

Establishing a water use baseline is simple. It requires

and energy efficiency, and some others have contrary
impacts on other factors. Prioritisation of efficiency

PACIA acknowledges the contribution and work undertaken by
Arup in compiling the 5 Minute Guide Series, and the Liquid Futures
Steering Committee members for overseeing the program.

Typically roof water will require minimal treatment if
directed to a non-sensitive end use where direct human
contact is minimal. A first flush system should be
considered. These passive systems capture the initial
rainfall and divert it away, thereby preventing some debris
and sediment entering the storage. Depending on the
end use, additional treatment such as chlorination or UV
disinfection may be required.

and boilers
lternative sources
changes
ts

Establishing a water use
baseline

objectives is required in such instances.

also occur with waste water from Site A going to Site B to
fulfil a fit for purpose need, however, such instances are
still rare.

How to reduce the water use
of Cooling Towers and Chillers
Understanding water, sewage
and trade waste bills

Plastics and Chemicals Industries Association
Level 10, 10 Queen Street, Melbourne VIC 3000,
Phone: 03 9611 5400 Fax: 03 9611 5499
Email: info@pacia.org.au Website: pacia.org.au

Baseline Basics

Baselines can also be set for energy usage, carbon
emissions, waste production and other environmental
performance indicators. Some actions improve both water

It is now possible to trade water between sites and

MINUTE
GUIDE
SERIES

There are 9 titles in the 5 Minute Guide series. See also:
How to improve boilers and
steam efficiencies

Image 4.

A baseline is a line or standard by which things can be
measured, compared and managed. Baselines can be
represented in a number of ways. With regard to water
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Fig.1 Pipes
Matching water and purpose

There are
9 titles
in thethe
5 Minute
Guide series.
See
also:
This 5 Minute
Guide
provides
tools needed
to define
and
measure water saving success. It is an easy
and cost effective process to measure past, present and future performance. Water bills and equipment
guides contain readily available information which will provide a baseline of past and present performance
to plan and improve for the future.

By embedding water saving actions and the true cost of
water into a company’s everyday running can produce
alternative and less
surprising results. WaterAn
saving
can be included
complicated
optiongoals
can be
community water gifting
into the company’s Key Performance Indicators, Personal
Development Goals or Team Targets. The Nufarm Case
Study on the PACIA website discusses how to include
these issues into company goals (http://www.pacia.org.

• switching to reusable packaging or reducing
packaging required.

Water

MINUTE
GUIDE

To investigate
the
real costs
the benefits
MINUTEa water baseline
Establishing
The new
frontiers
in water and therefore
GUIDE
and 5
measuring
success
SERIES
efficiency and conservation
of water saving options, calculate and use the full cost
of water, not just what is on the company water bill. This
is likely to indicate its true value and provide the company
with a better understanding of production efficiency.

The checklist below provides some of the tests that
should take place before implementing changes to a
product’s supply chain, e.g. reducing the water content
in produced chemicals or utilising alternative packaging
materials.

MINUTE
GUIDE

11% of systems were using 30% of the total volume of all
reviewed systems, and that after implementation of water
saving recommendations, these inefficient systems cut
their water use by a phenomenal 51%. The information
below discusses the techniques used to achieve these
great savings.

PACIA acknowledges the contribution and work undertaken by
Arup in compiling the 5 Minute Guide Series, and the Liquid Futures
Steering Committee members for overseeing the program.

Plant and equipment operators and other staff members
will also have ideas about how to save water, implement
change and improve environmental outcomes. So ask
the question, and sit back and listen. Involving people
in the process will provide a fresh perspective, create a
sense of ownership, create champions for efficiency and
company sustainability and ensure that new measures
are successfully implemented.

PACIA acknowledges the contribution and work undertaken by
Arup in compiling the 5 Minute Guide Series, and the Liquid Futures
Steering Committee members for overseeing the program.

Steps to reduce
the water use of boilers
Step 1: Stop Water Leaks
Check the boiler and pipe system for leaks as these are
easily preventable losses. Significant water, energy and
heat can be lost due to leaks in boiler and pipe systems.
Checks should be done during shut down, maintenance
activities and, where possible, on a monthly basis.
Reviewing the company’s water bills can also identify
problems.
Check all valves and levels in the boiler and associated
equipment to prevent overfill and overflow situations.
Monitor water flows in the boiler and pipe system as this
is the easiest way to detect leaks. Armed with a baseline
of the plant at peak performance (e.g. after shutdown
maintenance) a mass balance will reveal any leaks
immediately. This can be done by installing flow meters
and or recording metered volumes on existing meters.

Step 2: Fit Pipe Lagging (Pipe Insulation)
Consider insulating any surface (pipe, flanges, valves
etc.) hotter than 50˚C as heat losses contribute directly
to carbon emissions, energy use and steam lost to
condensation.
Lagging or pipe insulation, when correctly applied,
can significantly reduce thermal losses resulting in less
energy, carbon emissions and water use as there is less
steam lost to condensation. It is recommended that any
surfaces (pipes, flanges, valves etc.) hotter than 50˚C be

systems which have to work harder, and staff working
conditions which become uncomfortable.
Lagging is relatively easy, low cost and has a reasonable
return. Lagging is best done during shutdown. As an
example, a typical uninsulated 100mm steam pipe will:
• lose approximately 21GJ/yr in natural gas (heating fuel)
• cost $300 per meter to insulate
• have a payback period of approximately
3 years for the insulation.

Step 3: Improve Feed Water Quality
Use high quality feed water (in this case low dissolved
and undissolved solids). Clean water will mean less
blowdown is required to prevent scale, fouling, corrosion
and blockages. This means less wasted energy, less heat
and less trade waste discharges. Low quality feed water
can cause unreasonably quick build up of scale. Scale
works as an insulator and reduces the effectiveness of the
boiler’s heat exchanger. This will be seen as an increase
in flue gas temperature and will result in lower boiler
efficiencies and therefore higher fuel usage, costs and
carbon emissions.
Rainwater (which tends to be lower in salts), water
softeners or appropriate chemical treatment can be used
to improve water quality, reduce the rate at which scaling
occurs and decrease blowdown losses. Demineralising
and reverse osmosis plants are other options worth
investigating.

insulated. Heat losses also increase ambient temperature
and impact upon other equipment, especially cooling

Cooling towers and chillers can be responsible for as
much as 90% of site water use. Sometimes a single
system may be using more than 50% of required water.
Saving water saves money. Not only savings on bills for
potable water but trade waste, chemical treatment and
energy (fuels, electricity and carbon emissions). A recent
review of cooling towers in Victoria (AIRAH, 2010) found

1) Refrigerative
Refrigerative chillers consist of a traditional compressor,
refrigerant gas, condenser and evaporator type setup.
or
2) Adsorptive
Adsorptive chillers are heat driven cooling systems
and are are often used in cogeneration or trigeneration
equipment to provide chilled water. A good example is
a gas fridge often used in camping or at remote sites.

Cooling Towers can be:
1) Open Loop

3) Once Through Systems

Open loop cooling towers spray the hot water into
air inside the tower to cool as it falls. Some of the
water evaporates and the remainder falls to the bottom
where it is collected and used again. Contact with
the ambient air and evaporation cool the water
(see Fig.1 below). Understanding the ways water is
used can help in achieving significant savings.

Once through systems generally use water in a single
pass to cool the plant before disposal to trade waste.
Water usage can be minimised by stopping leaks,
reducing heat load and minimising cooling water flow.

2) Closed Loop
Closed loop cooling towers use a heat exchanger within
the cooling tower to keep coolant flow and evaporative
water flow separate, thereby reducing the risk of coolant
contamination. These systems are almost as effective as
open loop, are more expensive and safer. They can be
run dry or with reduced evaporative water flow on cooler
days or when the heat load is low. (see Fig.2 below)

Fig.1 Open Loop Cooling Tower

The best savings are made by replacing once through
systems with cooling circuits, by plumbing into existing
cooling circuits and closed loop systems. At a minimum,
the outflow should be reused in other processes.
4) Hybrid
Hybrid systems use a closed circuit with a dry heat
exchange followed by a closed loop cooling tower.
These offer the best of both dry heat exchange systems
and cooling towers with minimal water usage for the same
heat rejection. The downside, however, is higher energy
usage and higher system cost. (See Fig.3 opposite)

Fig.2 Closed Loop Cooling Tower
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Fig.3 Hybrid Cooling Tower
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Ways to improve water efficiency
There are four areas where cooling tower water
consumption can be reduced:
1) Evaporation
Evaporative cooling is integral to open loop cooling
towers, accounting for around 86% of cooling tower water
consumption (AIRAH, 2010) and cannot be significantly
reduced without degrading the cooling tower’s
performance. However, locating the system in a hot and
windy position will increase water waste. By reducing the
heat load on the cooling tower using a dry or closed loop
system, the evaporative cooling work can be reduced.
2) Blowdown
Blowdown water is a vital process to preserve long life
and efficiency of equipment as it reduces the build up
of solids (salts, dirt, calcium, rust) in the system. The
frequency of blowdown discharge is typically monitored
by measuring cooling water conductivity.

Hot Water

Coil

Water consumption can be reduced by:
• Improving the quality of feed water
• Optimising the cooling tower process, and
• Removing solids from blowdown water before
recirculating this water into the system.
It is possible to reduce blowdown volume without
compromising plant longevity and efficiency by
automating blowdown based on the conductivity
of the circulating water to maintain the maximum
allowable solids/conductivity (while staying within
system requirements).
3) Reuse of Blowdown
A growing number of companies are now collecting
blowdown water for reuse onsite instead of using
potable water.
Blowdown water is typically higher in dissolved solids
but can be (provided there are no harmful chemical
treatments or risks of biological contamination) used for:
• wash down
• cleaning, and
• toilet flushing. 

Depending on the types of plants and grasses in the
gardens blowdown water can be used to offset or replace
irrigation water. [It is wise to test this water on a small
section of the gardens to see if there are any negative
effects.]
Blowdown can also be deionised and reused in the
cooling circuit [provided there is chemical compatibility].

Leaks can be detected either by inspection, performing a
mass balance or direct metering of flows. Leaks, however
small in appearance, can be significant, in some cases
30% of a company’s water usage.



Checklist of Water
Efficiency Improvements

4) Drift, Splash-out, overflow and other losses
Cooling tower efficiency can be improved by locating
the tower in areas not exposed to high winds or excessive
heat. Winds can cause spray drift and splash out from air
inlets. Design features such as drift eliminators or internal
walls will reduce water loss in open loop cooling towers.
In some cases, drift from the cooling towers may pose
a public health issue.
Overflow can happen when a poorly adjusted float valve
(or bad design) lets the tower overfill until water flows
straight out the overflow and into the sewer. This problem
can be avoided by checking during routine maintenance
and by monitoring water consumption.
Overflow water can also be diverted to storage for
reintroduction either with or without processing for use
in the make-up water. Make-up water is the water added
to compensate for all the water losses through the
system. The more efficient the system the less make
up water required.

5
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99 Calculate cooling tower water efficiency using the
AIRAH cooling tower water efficiency calculator
(http://www.ctwec.com/ [mycoolingtower.com.au
from July 2011])
99 Determine a baseline and compare with industry
benchmarks. This will also help assess the success of
each water saving action. (For industry benchmarks see
http://www.citywestwater.com.au/business/3052.aspx)
99 Ensure make up water valves and overflow valves are
correctly set
99 Eliminate all leaks and monitor consumption
99 Check if make-up water can be replaced with recycled,
rain or storm water feeds
99 Improve plant design, location and environment to
optimise efficiency
99 Pre-cool water with a dry heat exchanger to reduce
heat load on cooling tower (hybrid systems)
99 Improve plant design to eliminate overflow, splash-out,
and drift
99 Continuously monitor blowdown water to maintain
a higher average conductivity, thus reducing total
blowdown
99 Investigate and implement recycling blowdown
for reuse.
References: AIRAH, Dec 2010, Cooling system water efficiency study
project report.
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